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Abstract. An extension of HTCPNs-based software tool for Internet systems
modelling and evaluation has been proposed in the paper. After the extension the
tool provides new possibilities for modelling and analysis of dynamic cluster reconfiguration algorithm. Some implementation details of the algorithm has been
presented. The algorithm has been preliminary assessed by simulation.
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Introduction

Current Internet (or web) servers usually have distributed multi-tier structure
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. Each tier consist of one or more computers and constitutes a hardware
platform for layers of a distributed software system running on it. The tier including
a set of computers is often called a computer cluster. Typically, a user of the software
system connects to its presentation layer seen as a web site and forces actions to acquire
some data. The user request is then send to system’s application layer that may offer
the requested data or may pass the request to database layer. The above-mentioned
software system’s layers may be attached to separate hardware layers or may be only
partly distributed. Figure 1 shows a hardware structure of an exemplary Internet system. Presentation and application software layers are deployed in ”WWW cluster” and
cooperate with ”Database cluster” that stores a distributed data base. This distributed
multi-tier development approach enables natural scalability and redundancy of both
hardware and software modules of the system.
Current Internet servers are developed to efficiently serve an average frequency of
requests stream, and to ”survive” transient overloads [1,2,3,4,8]. The typical development procedure covers: estimation of hardware/software performance parameters of
system components and performance analysis of prototype or model of the system under different load. The systematic performance analysis makes it possible to detect bottlenecks in the system and to predict overall system efficiency. As the system is of
distributed structure, it is possible to iteratively analyse it, and then reconfigure it in
order to remove defects.
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Fig. 1. Hardware configuration of an example multi-tier Internet system.

It seems that the main thread of research concerning development of future Internet servers concentrate on the following subjects. Firstly, load balancing procedures for
clusters are systematically proposed and evaluated [9,10,11,12,13]. Secondly, the software of individual Internet server nodes is modified to satisfy average response time
for dedicated classes of consumers [14,15,16]. Thirdly, a possibility of dynamic reconfiguration of the clusters to reduce power consumption [17,18,19,20] or to compensate
failure of some nodes [21,22] are investigated. In this paper the third of the abovementioned research paths will be developed in detail.
The research reported in this paper constitute a part of long-term programme that
concentrates on applications of Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets (HTCPNs)
[23,24] for distributed Internet systems modelling, development, and performance evaluation [3,4,25,5,6,7]. The main aim of the programme is to acquire the systematic
HTCPNs-based method for Internet systems development. It is planned to develop a set
of HTCPNs models for current and future hardware/software subsystems of distributed
Internet systems. The models will constitute a set of design patterns or building blocks.
The blocks or patterns might be used to compose a virtual prototype of a distributed Internet system. It seems that a main advantage of using HTCPNs as a modelling language
is a possibility to acquire both structural and executable model of system. Consequently
future developer would have the possibility to model, simulate and evaluate developed
system using one formalism. So far preliminary HTCPNs based Internet systems modelling and analysis was introduced [4,25], and also more mature methodology for systematic modeling and analysis was proposed [3,5,6]. The modelling framework was
used for current Internet systems modelling [3,4], analyses of admission control [25]
and scheduling [7] of Internet requests algorithms, and selected cluster load balancing
policies modelling and evaluation [5,6]. In this paper the method will be extended by
a dynamic cluster reconfiguration algorithm model and its performance analysis.
The next subsections of the paper are organised as follows. Firstly, a method of applying the TCPNs for distributed Internet system modelling will be briefly reminded.
Secondly, the set of HTCPNs-based patterns will be extended by a new cluster dynamic reconfiguration algorithm. Some algorithm parameters setting rules will also be
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proposed. Then, simulation results of the algorithm application for an example cluster
will be presented and discussed. The final part of the paper will include related works
discussion, conclusions and future research plans.
The HTCPNs-based Internet system modelling and performance analysis method
applied in this paper combines features from the two formalisms: Queueing Networks
[26,27] and Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets [23,24] . The models presented
in the paper were created using DesignCPN software toolkit [28] and analysed by its
performance evaluation subsystem [29]. The equivalent results may be easily obtained
with CPN Tools toolkit [30,31].

2

Web-Server Modelling Methodology Overview

Internet systems development is one of the rapidly extended branch of computer engineering. The predominant amount of research concerning this area concentrates on developing or applying new practical algorithms or procedures that improve selected features of the system. In most solutions at hoc experimental systems are constructed and
analysed to prove the benefits of the improvement proposed [14,15,16,10,19,20,11,12].
Research reported in this paper and our previous works [3,4,25,5,6,7] aim at systematisation of modern Internet system development techniques into one consistent methodology. Inspired by research described in [32,2,33] we decided to propose both methodology and software tool based on application of Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri
nets and Queueing Systems, and providing systematic modelling and performance analysis of Internet systems.
The main features of the methodology at its current state of development are:
– Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets (HTCPNs) [23,24] are used as modelling
language,
– A set of the so called HTCPNs design patterns (predefined net structures) have been
prepared and validated to model typical Internet or web systems components;
– The basic patterns are executable models of ”classic” and ”modified” queueing
systems;
– Internet or web systems are modelled using the three levels: queueing systems level,
packet distribution level, and top system model level;
– A set of design rules of composing system models using the patterns has been
formulated;
– A way of applying the performance analysis subsystem [29] of DesignCPN software toolkit [28] for the analysis of the models have been proposed.
The main concept of the methodology lies in a definition of reusable timed coloured
Petri nets structures (patterns) giving possibilities for composition of web-server models
in a systematic way. The patterns have been divided into three levels described below.
The queueing systems level includes the basic set of the patterns that are TCPNs
implementations of queueing systems [26,27]. So far some ”classic” queueing system
models, such as –/M/PS/1 , –/M/FIFO/1 were defined [3,5]. Additionally, some extended queueing system models were proposed, i.e. the queueing system with admission control of serviced items [25], and the queueing systems with real-time scheduling
policies for serviced items [7].
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Fig. 2. An overview of HTCPNs-based Internet systems modelling methodology.

A role of the packet distribution level is to provide some predefined web-server
cluster substructures composed from the queueing systems. At this stage of system
modelling a queueing system is represented as a separate substitution transition [23,24].
So far some models representing typical current Internet systems structures [3,4] and
load balancing Internet systems modules [5,6] were proposed.
At the top system model level of system description the main components or clusters
are highlighted. Each component is usually a substitution transition ”hiding” a computer
cluster structure.
For the performance evaluation purposes it is possible to define the external input
process that generates Internet requests according to an adequate distribution function
or according to some historical data. As the complete system model may be treated as
an open queueing network, the requests are generated, then sent to the computer system
model, and afterward served and removed.
Each Internet request is a HTCPNs token defined as a tuple PACKAGE = (ID, PRT,
START TIME, PROB, AUTIL, RUTIL), where ID is a request identifier, PRT is a request priority, START TIME is a value of simulation time when the request is gene-
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rated, PROB is a random value, AUTIL is an absolute request utilization value, and
RUTIL is a relative request utilization value. Request identifier makes it possible to assign unique number to any request. Request priority is an integer value that may be used
when requests are scheduled according priority driven strategy [14]. START TIME parameter can store a simulation time value and can be used for the timing validation of
the requests. Absolute request utilization value, and relative request utilization value
are exploited in some queueing systems execution models (eg. with processor sharing
service).
Figure 2 illustrates the system modelling methodology above explained. It includes
selected elements of the multi-tier web-system outlined in Fig. 1. The top system model
level consists of three HTCPNs substitution transitions representing ”input process”,
”presentation and application layer” and ”database layer”. The presentation and application layer is executed in the cluster that consist of two computers depicted as
FIFO1 and FIFO2 substitution transitions respectively. The cluster structure belongs
to packet distribution level. Each of computers in the cluster are modelled in detail as a –/M/FIFO/1 quequeing system that belongs to the queueing systems level.
The model is a HTCPNs subpage that can communicate with the parent page via
INPUT PACKS, OUTPUT PACKS and QL port places. The request packets (that arrive
through INPUT PACK place) are placed into a queue structure within PACK QUEUE
place after ADD FIFO transition execution. TIMERS place and REMOVE FIFO transition constitute a clock-like structure and is used for modelling the duration of packet
execution. When REMOVE FIFO transition fires, the first packet from the queue is
withdrawn and directed to the service procedure. The packets under service acquire
time stamps generated according to the assumed service time calculated using random
distribution function. The time stamps associated with the tokens prevent from using
the packet tuples (the tokens) for any transition firing until the stated simulation time
elapses (according to firing rules defined for HTCPNs [23,24]). The packets are treated
as serviced when they can leave OUTPUT PACKS place as their time stamps expired.
The number of tokens in TIMERS place defines the quantity of queue servicing units in
the system.
The complete system model can be executed and evaluated. It has been assumed that
performance analysis will be the main way of the model evaluation. The corresponding
DesignCPN toolkit subroutines [29] are responsible for capturing the state of dedicated
tokens or places during the HTCPN execution. A special kind of log files showing the
changes in the state of HTCPN can be received and analyzed off-line. At the currently
reported version of the software tool for web-server systems modelling and analysis,
queue lengths and service time lengths can be stored during the model execution. The
performance analysis of models can be applied in the following domains. Firstly, the
system instability and bottlenecks may be easily detected. Secondly, the average values
of queueing system parameters such as average queue lengths, and average servicing
time for the balanced model can be estimated. Thirdly, some individual properties of
cluster node structures or load balancing strategies may be observed.
The modeling and analysis method discussed in the paper has been tested so far with
good results on small and medium system models (e.g. 2 tiers and up to 15 ququeing
systems). To us, much more complex system models may be naturally constructed and
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examined as DesignCPN [28,29] and CPN Tools [30,31] software toolkits have been
already successfully used for detailed modeling and tracking of big hardware/software
systems [23,24,34]. The analysis method, based on performance reports collected during simulation, do not suffer from state explosion problem, so it also should give stable
results in complex model system assessing. Moreover, the detailed evaluation of the
method and the software toolkits capabilities for complex system modeling and analysis will be subject of one of our research paths.

3

Example Dynamic Cluster Reconfiguration Algorithm
Evaluation

The distributed structure of current Internet systems entails natural possibility of their
reconfiguration. If the system is not efficient enough, some new resources can be added
to improve its performance. On the contrary, it is quite natural to switch off some of the
nodes when the cluster is evidently underloaded. The states leading to reconfigurations
have usually two reasons: an attempt of power consumption reduction, or failures of
some system nodes. Currently, the system reconfiguration is made by the administrator,
however recent research have shown that it is possible to automate of this procedure
[17,18,19,20].
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Fig. 3. HTCPNs model of example dynamic cluster reconfiguration algorithm.
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Figure 3 includes a HTCPNs-based model of computer cluster where an example
power-aware dynamic cluster reconfiguration algorithm was implemented. The model
belongs to set of patterns assigned to packet distribution level (comp. sect. 2). The cluster consist of 4 computers represented as FIFO1..FIFO4 substitution transitions, where
each transition is attached to a FIFO queueing pattern. Internet requests serviced by the
cluster arrive through PACKS2 port place and lives the cluster through the PACKS13
one.
The cluster reconfiguration algorithm works as follows. M QL1 , M QL2 ,
M QL3 and M QL4 places provide the average queue’s lengths of each cluster node.
Periodically fired T2 transition collects the average lengths of the queues and adjust the
number of ”running” cluster nodes to fulfill the following conditions:
– the average queue length must be kept between assumed extreme values;
– the power consumption (the number of running cluster nodes) must be minimised.
The O TABLE place includes the tuple that decides which cluster node is enabled to
run. The corresponding tuple values are used as parameters of guard functions attached
to T3, T4, T5, and T6 transitions. Only the transitions which guard functions acquire
positive value let the requests to go through. The set of ”open” transitions define the
set of ”executing” nodes of the cluster. For example, if the tuple has of (1,1,1,0) value,
three cluster nodes are turned on, whereas one (the last) does not work.
The ”control” procedure setting the number of the nodes allowed to execution is
specified using the following CPN ML code:
(*input: table of running nodes, queue lengths, *)
(*
reference queue length, *)
(*
queue length insensitivity zone;*)
(*output: new table of running nodes; *)
fun set_ot(ot_: ON_TABLE,
mql1_: MEAN_TABLE, mql2_: MEAN_TABLE,
mql3_: MEAN_TABLE, mql4_: MEAN_TABLE,
ref_ql: INT, ref_ql_eps: INT)=
let
(*calculate average queue length: *)
val av_ql=count_av_ql4(ot_,mql1_,mql2_,mql3_,mql4_)
in
(*if average queue length is bigger then or equal *)
(*to the assumed value *)
(*then turn on the next cluster node: *)
if (av_ql >= (ref_ql + ref_ql_eps))
then
case ot_ of
(1,0,0,0) => (1,1,0,0)
|(1,1,0,0) => (1,1,1,0)
|(1,1,1,0) => (1,1,1,1)
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|(1,1,1,1) => (1,1,1,1)
else
(*if average queue length is smaller than or equal *)
(*to the assumed value *)
(*then turn of the next cluster node: *)
if(av_ql <= (ref_ql - ref_ql_eps))
then
case ot_ of
(1,1,1,1) => (1,1,1,0)
|(1,1,1,0) => (1,1,0,0)
|(1,1,0,0) => (1,0,0,0)
|(1,0,0,0) => (1,0,0,0)
(*else do not reconfigure the cluster: *)
else ot_
end;
The main parameters of the procedure are:
– average queue lengths (mql1 , mql2 , mql3 mql4 );
– assumed average queue length (ref ql);
– assumed extreme queue length fluctuation value (ref ql eps) that enforces the reconfiguration;
– frequency of the transition firing.
The procedure has been constructed under assumption that all of the nodes are homogeneous. In the case when it is possible, the procedure tries to reduce number of running
nodes, under condition of preservation of average queues lengths for cluster nodes. The
condition can be naturally converted into cluster’s average response time.
Figure 4 shows queue lengths (Fig. 4a) and number of executing cluster nodes
(Fig. 4b) in the cluster controlled by the example dynamic reconfiguration procedure
during the sample simulation. After 2000000 time units the external system load was
reduced. That caused activation of the reconfiguration procedure. The procedure has
kept the average queues lengths at the same level, and has modified number of executing cluster nodes. In a typical Internet system all the cluster nodes would have been
servicing the requests. In the modelled system some servers have been turned off for
some amount of time. The number of executing cluster nodes can be directly interpreted
as an amount of power needed for efficient service of the acquired requests stream [19].
It can be easily calculated that the reconfiguration procedure saved approximately 20%
of power in the case modelled by this experiment.

4

Related Work

The need of dynamic cluster reconfiguration in future Internet systems was noticed by
several authors making independent research.
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Fig. 4. Queue lengths (a) and number of executing servers (b) – under different load conditions.

One of the earliest research results were these published in [19]. The authors proposed an algorithm of power-aware dynamic homogeneous cluster reconfiguration. The
input for the algorithm are CPU, disk and network interface utilisations and their dynamics. The dynamics of the input is interpreted by PID control algorithm.
In [20] and [18] the authors independently propose a set of solutions dedicated
for heterogeneous computer clusters treated as real-time systems. Firstly, a new on/of
policy has been proposed that causes turn on/off machines according to their power
efficiency. Secondly, a possibility of Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) application in
cluster power management has been analysed.
A set of interesting dynamic reconfiguration policies dedicated to Internet services
keeping long-lived connections has been proposed in [17]. The proposed solutions use
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forecasting techniques, load balancing, and load skewing for reduction of the cluster
power consumption.
In [35] the problem of heterogeneous computer cluster power consumption reduction is tackled by attempt to find the best Internet requests distribution among the cluster
nodes. An iterative optimisation algorithm that evaluates off-line the space of Internet
requests distributions and cluster configurations has been applied to solve the problem.
In [22] and [21] dynamic reconfiguration policies have been applied for the modification of cluster structure, where some nodes were failed.
The dynamic cluster reconfiguration algorithm shown in this paper can be treated
as a simplified version of policies proposed in [20,18]. The main algorithm input data
(queue lengths) come from typical system performance values. The cluster model is
constructed on the basis of our previous research [3,4,25,5,6,7], and can be easily related to the one proposed in [18].

5

Conclusions and Future Research

An extension of HTCPNs-based software tool for Internet systems modelling and evaluation has been proposed in the paper. After the extension the tool provides new possibilities for modeling and analysis of dynamic cluster reconfiguration algorithm using
executable model. Some implementation details of the algorithm has been presented
and discussed. Advantages of the algorithm has been preliminary assessed by simulation.
The paper may also be treated as an attempt to systematisation and generalisation of
current research concerning efficiency of current and future Internet systems. It seems
that the results of the research discussed in this paper and the previous ones have proved
that it is possible to construct a HTCPNs-based methodology and related software tool
for distributed Internet systems modelling, development, and performance evaluation.
Still, the software tool extended in the paper can be applied for modelling and validation of limited structures of Internet systems. Thereafter the main stream of authors’
future research will concentrate on developing models for the next structures. In the
nearest future, dynamic load-balancing and dynamic cluster reconfiguration policies
will be systematically modelled and assessed by the correspondingly extended software
tool. Some improvements of the previously proposed policies are also expected.
So far simulation and performance evaluation were the main ways of the modelled
system analysis in the proposed method. However, recent research results announced in
[24,36] seem to provide the possibility to effective analyse Timed Coloured Petri Nets
using the modified reachability graphs. The attempt of application of the mentioned
analysys methods to system models presented in this and the previous papers will be
another subject of the authors’ research.
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